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ON ALMOST COSYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS

BY ZBIGNIEW OLSZAK

§ 1. Introduction.

The purpose of the present paper is to study the structure of almost cosym-
plectic manifolds. §2 presents the basic definitions and some preliminary pro-
perties of an almost cosymplectic structure. Examples of such structures are
given in § 3. In § 4 we state many important curvature identities for almost
cosymplectic manifolds. In § 5 we give certain sufficient conditions for an almost
contact metncstructure to be almost cosymplectic. Basing on the identities from
§4 we prove in §6 that almost cosymplectic manifolds of non-zero constant sec-
tional curvature do not exist in dimensions greater than three. However it is
known (cf. [2]) that such manifolds of zero sectional curvature (i. e. locally flat)
exist and they are cosymplectic. Moreover we give certain restrictions on the
scalar curvature of almost cosymplectic manifolds which are conformally flat or
of constant ^-sectional curvature.

All manifolds considered in this paper are assumed to be connected and of
class C°°. All tensor fields, including differential forms, are of class C°°. The
notation and terminology will be the same as that employed in [2].

§ 2. Preliminaries.

Let (M, φ, ξ, 77, g) be a (2n+l)-dimensional almost contact metric manifold,
that is, M i s a differentiate manifold and {φ, ξ, η, g) an almost contact metric
structure on M, formed by tensor fields φ, ξ, η of type (1, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1), respec-
tively, and a Riemannian metric g such that

φξ=O, η°φ=0,

η(X)=g(X, ξ), g(φX, φY)=g(X, Y)-η(X)η{Y).

On such manifold we may always define a 2-form Φ by Φ(X, Y)~g(φX, Y).
(Λf, φ, ξ, 7], g) is said to be an almost cosymplectic manifold (cf. [2]) if the forms
Φ and Ύ] are closed, i.e. dΦ=0 and dη^O, where d is the operator of exterior
differentiation. In particular, if the almost contact structure of an almost cosym-
plectic manifold is normal, then it is said to be a cosymplectic manifold (cf. [1]).
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As it is known, an almost contact metric structure is cosymplectic if and only if
both Fη and FΦ vanish, where V is the covariant differentiation with respect
to g.

LEMMA 2.1. Let (M, φ, ξ, ηy g) be an almost contact metric manifold. If 2-
form Φ is closed, then

(2.1) (FφxΦ)(φY, Z)+(FXΦXY, Z)-η{X){dη{φY, Z)+dη(Y, φZ)}

+ η(Y){dη(φZ, X)-l/2Uξg)(Z, φX)}+η{Z){dη{X} φY)-dη{φX} Y)}=0,

where X is Lie differentiation.

Proof. Because Φ is closed, we have {VxΦ){Yy Z)+{VYΦ)(Z, X)+(VZΦ)(X, Y)
=0. This implies

(2.2) (VXΦ){Y, Z)+{VYΦ){Z, X)+(FZΦ)(X, Y)

+{VzΦ){φX, φY)+{VφxΦ){φY, Z)+{VΦYΦ){Z, φX)

-{VxΦ){φY, φZ)-{VφγΦ){φZ, X)-(FφzΦ)(X, φY)

+(FyΦ)(φZ} φX)+(FφzΦ)(φX, Y)+{FΦXΦXY, φZ)=0.

The following relations are valid in any almost contact metric manifold and are
easy to obtain

(2.3) (FxΦXφY, φZ)+{FxΦχY, Z)=V(YXFxVXφZ)-v(ZXFxVXφY),

(2.4) (FxΦXφY, Z)-{FXΦXY, ΦZ)=V(YXFXVXZ)+V(ZXFXVXY) .

In view of (2.3) and (2.4) the equality (2.2) reduces to (2.1), if we recall that
dη(X, Y)=l/2{{FxηXY)-{FγηXX)} and UξgXX, Y)=g(Fxξ, Y)+g(Fγξ, X)=
(Fxτ]XY)+(FY7]XX). The proof is complete.

Suppose that (M, φ, ξ, η, g) is almost cosymplectic. Thus, the relations

(2.5) (FXVXY)-(FYVXX)=0,

(2.6) (FXΦXY, Z)+(FYΦXZ, X)+(FZΦXX, Y)=0

hold good.

LEMMA 2.2. In an almost cosymplectic manifold we have

(2.7) (Fφxφ)φY+(Fxφ)Y-v(Y)Fφxξ=0.

Proof. In our case dτj=O and (XξgXZ, φX)=2(F'φxηXZ), by (2.5). There-
fore (2.1) gives

, Z)+(FXΦXY, Z)-V(YXFΦXVXZ)=O,
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which leads to (2.7), completing the proof.
Now we give certain consequences of (2.7), which together with (2.7) play

very important role in §4. First, by

(PΦxφ)φY=(PΦxη)(Y)ξ+η(Y)Pφxξ-φ(Pφxφ)Y,

we obtain from (2.7)

(2.8) φ(Fφxφ)Y-(Fxφ)Y-(FφxV)(Y)ξ=O.

Operating φ onto (2.8) we get

(2.9)

(2.7) for X=ξ, Y=ξ results

(2.10)

(2.11) PΦχξ=-φPχξ,

respectively. Substituting X=ξ in (2.11), we see that φPξξ=0, which yields

(2.12) Fζξ=0.

On the other hand, (2.11) gives

(2.13) {FφXη){Y)={Fxη)(φY),

hence it follows that

(2.14) {PφXr]){φY)=-(PxV){Y).

§ 3. Examples of almost cosymplectic manifolds.

The simplest examples of almost cosymplectic manifolds may be constructed
as follows. Let (N, J, G) be an almost Kahlerian manifold, that is, N is a 2n-
dimensional manifold, / is an almost complex structure and G is a Riemannian
metric on N such that J2=-I, G(/X, JY)=G(X, Y) and dF=0, where F is 2-
form defined on N by F(X, Y)=G(JX, Y). Let R be real line, and let Go be a
Riemannian metric, ξ0 a vector field and τj0 a 1-form on R such that ηo(ξo)=l
and Go(fo, fo)=l. Consider the manifold M=NxR. Let (Xlf X2) denote a tan-
gent vector to M, where Xx is a tangent vector to N and X2 is a tangent vector
to R. Define a tensor field φ of type (1, 1), a vector field ξ and a 1-form η on
M taking 0 ^ , X2)=UXi, 0), f=(0, f0) and ^((Zα, X2))=η0(X2). Define also a
Riemannian metric g on M as the product of the metrics G and Go. Then
(0, f, η, g) is clearly an almost cosymplectic structure on M. In like manner one
can construct an almost cosymplectic structure on NxS1, where S1 is a circle.
In both these cases the structure vector field is parallel with respect to the Rie-
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mannian connection.
In the sequel we state almost cosymplectic structures with non-parallel vector

field ξ on certain Lie groups in every odd dimension.
Let L be a (2n+l)-dimensional real vector space and choose a basis {e0, elf

•••, e2n} of L. Let Alf •••, Λ2n be constants such that A\+ ••• + i4 | n>0. Define
a two-linear mapping [ , -"]: LXL-+L, taking for the basis vectors

[>o, < ] = — Zet, eo']= — Aiei—Aι+neι+n,

C ô, eι+n~] — — [eι+n, eo] = ~Aι+nei

JrAieι+n

for z = l, •••, n and [β ;, e*]=0 in other cases. Observe that [ , •] is antisym-
metric and satisfies the Jacobi identity. Thus, L is a (2?2 + l)-dimensional Lie
algebra with respect to [ , •]•

Consider a connected Lie subgroup M of general linear group GL(k, R), for
certain k, such that the Lie algebra LM of M is isomorphic with L. Let σ :
L-+LM be the isomorphism. Let {Eo, Elf ••• , £2ri} be the basis of LM formed
by left invariant vector fields on M such that Ej=σ(ej) for 7=0, 1, ••• , 2?t. Then

for z'=l, •••, ?2 and [E^, E^]=0 in other cases. Define a left invariant Riemannian
metric g on M by £•(£;, Ek)=δjk, j , k=0, 1, ••• , 2n. Define a left invariant
linear connection V on M by

^^+n, FEiEι^-AιE0, FEιEι+n=-Aι+nE0,

v El+nEo=Aι+nEi—AzEι+n, VEι+nEι= — Aι+nE0, FEι+nEι+n=AιE0,

for ι = l, •••, n and FEjEk=0 in other cases. It is easy to verify that F is metric
with respect to g and symmetric, that is, V is the Riemannian connection with
respect to g.

Define a 1-form η and a (1, l)-tensor field φ on M by Ύ]{E3)~δOJ, for ; = 0 , 1,
•••, 2n, and φE0=Q, φEι=Eι+n, φEι+n— — El} for 2 = 1, •••, n. Suppose also ξ=E0.
Then (φ, ξ, 57, ^) is an almost contact metric structure on M. We show that
(φ> f> ?̂> <§") is an almost cosymplectic structure. First one can find that

2dη{E3, Ek)=g{FEjE0, Ek)-g(FEkE0, Ej)=0,

for j , k=0, 1, •••, 2n, i.e. (2.5) holds good. Further, from our definitions follow
the equalities

(FEiφ)Eo=At+nEi-AtEι+n, (FEiφ)Eτ=-Aι+nE0, (FΈ ι φ)E ι + n =A ι E 0 ,

(FEι+nφ)E0=-AιEi-Aι+nEι+n, (FEι+nφ)Eι=AιEOf (FEι+nφ)Eι+n=Aι+nE0,
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for ι—ly •••, n and (FEjφ)Ek=0 in other cases. In virtue of these relations, we
verify that

j, Ek, E^gWsflEt, EL)+g((PEkφ)Eh Ej)+g((FEιφ)EJf Ek)=0,

f o r , k, 1=0, 1, •••, 2n, i. e. (2.6) h o l d s g o o d . F i n a l l y , b e c a u s e of A \ + ••• +A2

2n>0,
FξφO and FφΦO.

§ 4. Curvature identities.

Assume that (M, ^, f, 57, ̂ ) is an almost cosymplectic manifold. We denote
by R the curvature tensor, i. e. RχYZw=g(RχγZ, W), where RχY=ίFx, Fγ]—FίX,γ-]
is the curvature transformation. Let 5 be the Ricci tensor, and 5* the Ricci *

2n

t e n s o r defined by S*(X, Y)= Σ REXXΦYΦEV w h e r e {Eo, Elf •••, E2n} is a n o r t h o -

normal frame. Let r be the scalar curvature and r* the scalar * curvature de-

fined by r*= Σ S*(Eιt E%).

THEOREM 4.1. Any almost cosymplectic manifold satisfies the following
identities

(4.1) Rχγzw~ Rχγφzφw~RφXφYzwJrRφXφγφzφwJrRφχγφzwJrRφχγzφw

-rRχφγφzw-rRχφγzφw — ̂ lj{yEι

(^A^, Y ){y E,&){£> yy ) = ϋ ,
1 = 0

(4.2) S(Y, Z)+S(φY, φZ)-S*(Y, Z)-S*(Z, Y)

(4.3) r-r*-S(ξ, ξ)+~

Proof. Relation (2.9) in virtue of (2.14) may be rewritten in the following
form

(4.4) FφγφZ-φFφγZ+φFγφZ+FYZ-

Hence by the covariant differentiation we derive

(4.5) FχFφγφZ-FχφPφγZ+FχφPγφZ+FχFγZ-Xmy(Z)))ζ-Y(v(Z)Wχξ=O.

Taking φX instead of X in (4.5) and using (4.4) and (2.11) we obtain
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FφχFφγφZ-φFφχFφγZ-FχFγφZ+FχFφγZ+φFφχFγφZ+FφχFγZ

Λ-φF xφF φγZ-φF χφFγφZ-X{7]{F φγZ))ξ+X{η{FγφZ))ξ

-(φX)(Y(v(Z)))ξ+Y(v(Z))φFxξ=O.

On the other hand operating φ onto (4.5) we have

φFχFφγφZ-φFχφFφγZ+φFχφFγφZ+φFχFγZ-Y(v(Z))φFχξ=O.

Adding the two last equalities we get

(4.6) FφχFφYφZ-φFφχFφγZ-FχFγφZ+φFχFγZ+φFφχFγφZ-{-FφχFγZ

+φFχFφγφZ+FχFφγZ-X(v(FφYZ))ξ-(φX)(Y(v(Z)))ξ+X(v(FyφZ))ξ=O.

In the sequel we fix a point m^M and assume that X, Y, Z, W are covariant
constant at m. Then the antisymmetrization of (4.6) with respect to X and Y
and the projection of the resulting equation onto φW lead to

(4.7) RφXφYφZφW~~RφXφYZW~~ RXYφZφW^Γ RXYZW

Λ-RφχγφzwΛ-Rφχγzφw\-RχφγφzwΛ-Rχφγzφw

+g{Fίφχ,φY,φZ, φW)+g(Fίφχ,γ1+ίχ,φY1φZ, W)

+ η{W) {RφXφYZξ— RxYZς— RφXYφZς— RχφYφZξ~ η(VIφX, Yl+ίX, φYlφZ)} =0 .

From (2.6) it follows that {Fxφ)Y-(Fγφ)X=- %{FEιΦ){X, Y)EX. Therefore and
by (2.9) and (2.5) we find

271

ίφX, φYl=(Fφχφ)Y-(Fφγφ)X=-φ{(Fχφ)Y-(Fγφ)X}=Σ(FEιΦ)(X, Y)φEly

271

t = 0
ίφX, F]+[X, ψYl=(Fxψ)Y-(Pyφ)X=-

These identities and (4.4) imply

φriφZ, φW)=2±(FEiΦ)(X, Y)g{VφEiφZ, φW)

Έ(Et)(, Y)g(φFEiφZ, φW)

=-Έo(FEιΦ)(X, Y){(FEιΦ)(Z, W)-η{FEtφZ)v{W)},

g(Fίφx,ri+ίχ,ΦnφZ, W)=-%{FEιΦ){X, Y)(FEιΦ)(Z, W),
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i+zx,φγiφZ)=-Έ(FEιΦχX, Y)η(VEιφZ).

Moreover, using (2.6), (2.10) and (2.11), we find

ηiVEiφZ)=g{{VEiφ)Z, ξ)=-g{{Fzφ)ξ} Eτ)=g(φVzξf Et)=-g(Fφzξ} Et).

If we use the above identities in (4.7), then we obtain

(4.8) Rφxφγφzφw~~ Rφxφγzw~~ Rχγφzφw~\~ RXYZW

+ RφXYφZwΛ-RφXYZφwΛ-RXφY-φZwΛ-RXφYZφW

+ V(W){RφXφγzξ-Rχγzξ-Rφχγφzς-RχφYφzξ-2(FFφzξΦXX, Y)}

-22£(FEιΦ)(X, Y)(FEιΦ)(Z, W)=Q.

Symmetrizing of (4.8) with respect to Z and W, and next taking W—ξ in the
resulting equality we find

RφXφYZξ~~ RχYZξ~ RφXφYZξ~~ RχYZξ~ RφXYφZξ ψ

In view of the above identity, (4.8) implies (4.1).
Now we choose a 0-basis, i.e. an orthonormal frame {Eo, Elf •••, E2n} such

that E0=ξ and Eι+n=φEt, for t=l, •••, n. Taking X=W=Ej into (4.1) and
summing over ; = 0 , 1, •••, 2n, we obtain (4.2). Substituting Y=Z=Ek into (4.2)
and summing over k=0, 1, •••, 2n we get (4.3). This completes the proof.

THEOREM 4.2. For any almost cosymplectic manifold we have

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

Proof. We have already known that

(4.12) Rχγzξ-Rφxφγzξ+Rφχγφzξ+Rχφγφzξ+2(FFφz$ΦχX, Y)=0.

If we take φZ instead of Z in (4.12) and recall (2.12), then we find (4.9). For
X—ξ, the relation (4.12) yields

(4.13) Rξrzξ+RξφγΦzζ+2(FFφzξΦXζ, Y)=0.

But by (2.11) and (2.5) we have

(FFφzξΦ)(ξ, Y)=-g(φFFφzξξ, Y)=g(FFzξξ, Y)=g(Frξ, Fzξ),

which together with (4.13) implies (4.10). Now for a choosen ώ-basis we take
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Y=Z=Ej into (4.10) and sum over —0, 1, ••• , 2n. Then we obtain (4.11), which
completes the proof.

§5. Certain sufficient conditions.

First of all we state the necessary denotations.
Let {M, φ, ξ, η, g) be an almost contact metric manifold. Let {Eo, E1} •••, E2n}

be an orthonormal frame of TV{M), p^M. By the same letters we denote local
extension vector fields of this frame, which are orthonormal and covariant con-
stant at p. If V is a vector field on M, then its divergence is given by

If ω is a differential r-form on M, then the codifferential of ω is defined by

δco(Y -•• Y ) = Σ {V co)(E Y •'• Y )

A differential form is said to be harmonic, if it is zero of the operators d and δ.

LEMMA 5.1.

(5.1) div(Pξξ+δηξ)=S{ξ, ξ)+\Pξ\2-{δv)
2-2\dv\

2.

Proof is given in local coordinates in [4], p. 41.

LEMMA 5.2. // V= Σ φ{VEiφ)Ex and U= Σ {VEiφ)φEx, then

(5.2) div F-div U=r-r*-S{ξ, ξ)+ ~ \ Vφ \2- \ \ dΦ \2- | δΦ \2.

Proof. Compute

(5.3) div V=- Σ {g{{VE^)Et, {VEjφ)E3)

Jrg{{REjEiφ)Ei+{VEiVEjφ)Eι, φEj)}

In

Moreover

(5.4) div £ / = - t Σ o {g((PE/EiΦ)Ejf φEι)+g{{PEjφ)Eι, (FEiφ)Ej)}

in *\ 1
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because of | dΦ \ 2= ~ I V Φ 1 2 " \ Σ g((FE.φ)Ej, (FEώ)Eι). The equalities (5.3) and
O O l, .7 = 0 ^

(5.4) give now our assertion, i. e. (5.2).

We know that any almost cosymplectic manifold satisfies necessarily the
equalities (4.3) and (4.11). In a compact case the following theorem is true:

THEOREM 5.3. // a compact almost contact metric manifold satisfies the
equalities (4.3) and (4.11), then it is almost cosymplectic.

Proof. By Green's theorem (cf. e. g. [3], Appendix 6), we have from (5.1)
and (5.2)

" r{S(ξ, ξ)+\Fξ\2-{δη)2-2\dη\2} dM=ΰ,

M{r-r*-S(ξ,ξ)+j\Fφ\*-j\dΦ\2--\δΦ\*}dM=0,

respectively, where dM is the natural volume element on M. These integrals
under our assumptions, i.e. (4.3) and (4.11), reduce to

Hence dη=O and dΦ=Q, which completes the proof.
The forms η and Φ of an almost cosymplectic manifold are coclosed, i. e.

δη=0 and δΦ=0 (see [2] ; it also clearly follows from our relations (2.7) and
(2.14)). Thus, they are harmonic forms. We prove

THEOREM 5.4. // an almost contact metric manifold (M, φ, ξ, η, g) fulfills
the conditions (4.3), (4.11), Fξξ—O and the forms η and Φ are coclosed, then
(M, φf ξ, η, g) is almost cosymplectic.

Proof. By our assumptions it follows from (5.1) that dη—^). The coclosed-
ness of Φ yields immediately that V=0. On the other hand we have

271

U— Σ (FEiφ
2)Ei— V=—δηξ+Pςξ— V=0.

The vanishing of vector fields V, U and our assumptions used in (5.2) give dΦ=0,
completing the proof.

LEMMA 5.5. Any ^-dimensional almost contact metric manifold fulfils the
relations \Fφ\2=2\Fξ|2, 3\dΦ\2=2(δV)

2 and \δΦ\2=2\dV\
2.

Proof. Choose a local 0-basis {£Ό=f, Ely E2—φE-^ of M. By direct calcula-
tions we obtain
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I W = Σ {g(ίVEiφ)E)t Ek)V=2 Σ {g(FEjE0, Eh)V
l,J, k = 0 J, k = 0 J

Moreover one can verify that 3dΦ(E0, El9 E2)=-δτ}, δΦ(E0)=2dη(E1, E2), δ
=2dη(E2, Eo), δΦ(E2)=2dη{EQ, Ex). These equations give | dΦ\2=2/3(δτ})2 and
\δΦ\2=2\dη\2, completing the proof.

The following corollaries one can obtain as consequences of the above lemma.

COROLLARY 5.6. Any 3-dimensional almost contact metric manifold is cosym-
plectic if and only if Fξ=O.

COROLLARY 5.7. Let (M, φ, ξ, η, g) be a ^-dimensional almost contact metric
manifold. If at least one of the forms η or Φ is harmonic, then (M, φ, ξ, rj, g)
is almost cosymplectic.

The next theorem follows from Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 5.7.

THEOREM 5.8. Any compact 3-dimensιonal almost contact metric manifold
satisfying the condition (4.11) is almost cosymplectic.

§ 6. Almost cosymplectic manifolds under some additional conditions.

It has been proved in [1] that a cosymplectic manifold of constant curvature
is locally flat. For almost cosymplectic manifolds it is proved in [2] that an
almost cosymplectic manifold of constant curvature is cosymplectic if and only if
it is locally flat. However we prove here

THEOREM 6.1. Almost cosymplectic manifolds of non-zero constant curvature
do not exist in dimensions^5.

Proof. Assume RxγZ=K{g(Y, Z)X-g{X, Z)Y}, K= const.^0. Then (4.9)
and (4.10) give

(6.1) (Frzξφ)X=K{v(X)φZ-g(φZ, X)ξ},

(6.2) gφyξ, Fzξ)=-K{g(Y, Z)-V(Y)V(Z)},

respectively. Since by (2.5) g(Fγξ, Fzξ)=g(FFzξξ, Y), we obtain from (6.2) FFzξξ
= -K{Z-η(Z)ξ}. Therefore, the substitution Fzξ instead of Z in (6.1) yields, by
(2.10),

(Fzφ)Y=-7](X)φFzξ-g(Fzζ, φX)ξ.

Hence we derive \Fφ\2=2\Fξ|2. But \Fξ\2=-2nK, by (4.11). Thus, \Fφ\2=

-AnK. In view of this relation and r=2n(2n+l)K, r*=2nK, S(f, ξ)=2nK, it
follows from (4.3) that n = l or dimM=3. This completes the proof.
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THEOREM 6.2. Let (M, φ, ξ, η, g) be a conformally flat almost cosymplectic
manifold with d imM^5. Then the scalar curvature of (M, φ, ξ, η, g) is non-
positive and the manifold is cosymplectic if and only if it is locally flat.

Proof. Conformal flatness yields

(6.3) RXYZW= 2n^ϊ{g{X' W)S(Y' Z)-g(Y> W)S(X>

-g(X, Z)S{Y, ^ ) } - 2 n ( 2 n - l ) {g(X' W)g{Y' Z)~g{X> Z)g{¥>

It follows immediately from (6.3) that r * = ^ {r—2S(ξ, ξ)}, which together
Δn 1

with (4.3) and (4.11) gives

(6.4) ^ r + _ | ! z 3 ^

From (6.4) we have rr^O and r=0 if and only if Fξ=Q, Fφ=O. To finish the
proof we must only prove that cosymplecticity of (M, φ, ξ, η> g) implies its local
flatness. But, if F£=0 and Pφ=0, then Rxγξ=0 and by (6.4) r = 0 . Hence
S(X, ξ)=z0. Substituting X=W=ξ in (6.3) and applying the above relations we
obtain S(Y, Z)=0, which completes the proof.

In the next theorem we consider an almost cosymplectic manifold of constant
^-sectional curvature. That is, we assume that at any point p^M the sectional
curvature K(X, φX) (denote it by Hp) is independent of the choice of the tangent
vector X^TP(M), 0φX±ξ. By H we denote the (^-sectional curvature of the
manifold, i.e. H:M->R, H(p)=Hp.

THEOREM 6.3. Let (M, φ, ξ, η> g) be an almost cosymplectic manifold of con-
stant φ-sectional curvature. Then the scalar curvature and the φ-sechonal curva-
ture satisfy the inequality n(n-\-l)H^r. Equality holds if and only if (M, φ, ξ, η, g)
is cosymplectic.

Proof. By the assumption we have RχφχχφX+Hp\X\ά—0 at any point
and for any X^Tp{M)y Xl_ξ. Clearly, this condition implies

(6.5) Rφx

at any point p^M and for any X^TP(M). Set

Pχγzw=Rφxφ*γΦzφ2w+Hpg(φX, φZ)g(φY, φW).

The tensor P satisfies PχγZw=Pzwχγ- Therefore (6.5) is equivalent to

(6.6) PχγzwJrPχγwzJrPγχzwJrPγχwzJrPχwγzJrPχwzγ

JrP\vχγzJrPwxzγJrPχzγwJrPχzwγJrPzχγwJrPzxwγ—O .
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Choosing a 0-basis, taking X=W=Elf Y=Z—Ej into (6.6) and summing over i

and j we obtain

which by the definition of P and the first Bianchi identity gives

4n(n+l)H-3r*-r+2S(ξ, ξ)=0.

This together with (4.3) and (4.11) yields

\Fξ\*+

which completes the proof.
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